The pH dependence of hydrogen exchange in proteins.
The static accessibility modified discrete charge model for electrostatic interactions in proteins is extended to the prediction of the pH dependence of hydrogen exchange reactions. The exchange rate profiles of buried amide protons are shown to follow the calculated pH dependence of the electrostatic component of protein stability. Rate profiles are calculated for individual buried amide protons in ribonuclease S and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. The electrostatic free energy of stabilization of the protein and the energy required to bring the catalytic ion to an exchange site are expressed as an apparent, pH-dependent contribution to the activation energy. Changes in the electrostatic stabilization of the proteins affect the calculated exchange rate for buried amide protons by more than 1000, while local field effects raise or lower the predicted exchange rates by less than 100. The pH dependence of exchangeable protons at the protein surface, such as the C-2 imidazole protons, is shown to follow the estimated energy required to introduce the catalytic ion at the exchange site. These calculations are discussed in terms of current models for proton exchange which incorporate the dynamic nature of the structure to explain exchange data from the interior of a protein.